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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let T, be a topological space with underlying set S, and let s, : S -+ S, 
be a mapping from a set S into S, for each (Y E A. The coarsest opology on S 
making each soL continuous is called the initial topology [4] with respect to the 
family of mappings (s,). Let the resulting topological space be denoted by T, 
then this space has the fundamental property that a mapping s : T’ -+ T 
from a topological space T’ is continuous if and only if sd : T’ + T, is 
continuous for each OL E A. 
It is this construction and its dual which we wish to describe in an abstract 
category-theoretic setting as a property of the forgetful functor from the 
category of topological spaces to the category of sets. Functors which possess 
this property are termed initial. This paper characterizes initial functors 
with the aid of certain simple results on partially ordered sets and lattices, 
and shows that the concept of an initial functor is self-dual. The character- 
ization provides an easy means of checking that many other concrete functors 
share this property. This is illustrated by considering the forgetful functors 
into the category of sets which act by forgetting the various other standard 
structures of analysis. 
Apart from the insight which this gives into the nature of initial functors, 
there are two reaaons for undertaking this work. In the first place, a faithful 
initial functor automatically has a number of other useful properties, and 
secondly, when the hereditary properties of initial functors are studied, it 
becomes possible to construct a whole host of further examples. While a 
direct verification that these functors are initial would be straightforward, 
it would be both tedious and repetitive. Both of these points lie outside the 
scope of the present paper. 
The way in which Russell’s paradox is avoided has some bearing on the 
form taken by certain propositions. In this paper we shall avoid introducing 
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any classes by adopting as an axiom that any set is a member of some universe. 
The details of this procedure as applied to categories may be found in 
Brinkmann and Puppe [2]. We denote the objects of a category %? by using 
upper-case letters and writing for example C, C’ E 97 to mean that C and C’ 
are objects of %?. We shall use lower-case letters similarly to denote morphisms 
of 9. The set of morphisms in V from C to C’ will be denoted by U(C, C’). 
The set of objects in % will be denoted by 1 5~? / and the set of morphisms in 
g by (%). If 9 is another category, then the set of covariant functors from V 
to 9 will be denoted by [%, 91 and the set of contravariant functors by 
[*%, ~31. The standard mor-functor, or horn-functor, will be denoted by 
Morv, Moq E [*%? x $7, 9’1 where 9’ is the category of sets in some 
appropriate universe. 
2. COMPLEMENTARY PAIRS OF FUNCTORS 
Let B be the category whose objects are the partially ordered sets in some 
universe and whose morphisms are the order-preserving mappings between 
these sets. Let * E [9, Y] be the functor which takes P E 9 into *P, the 
underlying set of P given the opposite ordering, and acting on morphisms as 
the “identity”. If PI , P, E 8, then 9’(Pl , Pz) will always be considered as a 
partially ordered set by defining p < p’ in 9(Pl , Pz) if p(x) < p’(x) for all 
x E PI . This gives rise to an internal mor-functor Mor9 E [ *9 x 8,Lq 
and in fact allows us to consider B as a closed category in the sense of Eilen- 
berg and Kelly [6]. However for our purpose, it is sufficient to note that if 
pl E g(Po , f’d and p, E P(P, , PJ then p < p’ implies p2ppl < Pzp’A . 
DEFINITION 2.1. (p, p’) is said to be a complementary pair of morphisms 
in9ifp:P+P’,p’:P’ --f P and if pp’ < lp, and p’p > lp . As no con- 
fusion will arise, we shall simply write pp’ < 1 and p’p > 1. Note that if P’ 
is given the opposite ordering, we have a Galois connexion. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If (p, p’) is a complementary pair of morphisms 
(a) p(X) < x’ if and 0nZy if x < p’(~‘); 
(b) pp’p = p and p’pp’ = p’; 
(c) If (p, , pj) is another complementary pair, p, : P + P’, and p < p, 
then p’ > p;; 
(d) p and p’ uniquely determine each other. 
Proof, (a) If P(X) < x’ then x < p’p(x) < p/(x’), and if x < p’(x’) then 
P(X) < PP’W) < x’. 
(b) pp’p < p and pp’p > p so pp’p = p and similarly pyp’ = p’. 
(c) and (d) follow at once from (a). 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Given a complementary pair of morphisms (p, p’): 
(a) If p is a coretraction then p’ is a retraction and p’p = 1; 
(b) If p is a retraction then p’ is a coretraction and pp’ = 1. 
Proof. (a) pp’ < 1 and there exists a p, : P’ -+ P such that pip = 1. 
Hence p’ < p, so p’p < pip = 1 and p’p = 1. (b) is proved similarly. 
DEFINITION 2.4. (v* , v*) is said to be a complementary pair of functors 
from V into B if v* E [%?, 9’1, v* E [*%‘, g] and if (v*(c), v*(c)) is a comple- 
mentary pair of morphisms for all c E g. 
Note that the definition implies that v,(C) = v*(C) for all C E %. Inform- 
ally we may say that the pair (v.+ , y*) satisfy v.+v* < 1 and v*y* 2 1. 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.3 we have 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If c is a coretraction v*(c) v.+.(c) = 1, and ;f c is a 
retraction v*(c) v*(c) = 1. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let %T be a category with images and inverse images, and 
let C E V. A subobject of C is regarded as an equivalence class of mono- 
morphisms into C [S]. Let Sub (C) denote the set of subobjects of C with the 
usual partial ordering. Given c : C--f C’ in V, define 
Sub, (c) : Sub (C) + Sub (C’) 
by taking images and 
Sub* (c) : Sub (C’) -+ Sub (C) 
by taking inverse images. (Sub, , Sub*) is now a complementary pair of 
functors into 9, for some appropriate choice of universe. A proof of this 
result may be found effectively in Mitchell [12], the functoriality of Sub, 
following from that of Sub*. 
We denote by 9 the full subcategory of 9’ whose objects are the complete 
lattices and by 9’” and 9A the subcategories with the same objects got by 
restricting the morphisms to preserve unions and intersections respectively. 
9, $Pv and 9’A also have an internal mor-functor induced by that of B and 
are closed categories. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. 1 : L -+L’ in 9 is the first member of a complementary 
pair of morphisms if and only if 1 E 2”. Dually I’ : L’ -+ L is the second member 
of a complementary pair if and only if I’ E ZA. 
Proof. Suppose (1,l’) is a complementary pair in 9, then we show 
1’ E 9A. Given XL ELI, for 01 E A, 
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Hence we have equality everywhere. Conversely, given E E 3” set 
Z’(x’) = V {x EL 1 Z(X) < x’), then U’(X’) = V (Z(x) EL’ 1 Z(x) < x’}, so II’ < 1. 
Further, Z’(Z(x)) = V {y EL 1 Z(y) < Z(x)} > x, so 1’12 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Setting h(Z) = I’ for 1 E 5?‘+’ defkes a contravariant 
isomorphism of 5?V onto ZA. 
Proof. It suffices to show that h is a contravariant functor as the corre- 
sponding result for its inverse can be obtained by dualizing in the lattice- 
theoretic sense. Suppose that Z1 : L, -+ L; and Zs : L; --+Li in 2” then 
lsZ,Z;Z~ < 1 and Z;Z~Z,Z, > 1. Hence by Proposition 2.2(d), (ZsZ,)’ = Z;Zi and /\ 
is a contravariant functor. 
As an immediate consequence we have 
PROPOSITION 2.9. If v* E [G?, YV] then setting v* = AT, defines a com- 
plementary pair of functors (pi , v*) into 2. 
To illustrate these concepts we prove 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let Y be a category with inverse images and intersec- 
tions, then V has images and unions and (Sub, , Sub*) is a complementary 
pair of functors into Y. 
Proof. Let p* = Sub* defined as in Example 2.6 by taking inverse 
images then v* E [*%, z*] as V has intersections [12]. Let c : C -+ C’, 
C, E Sub (C) and C; E Sub (C’). C, is carried into C; by c if and only if 
C, < v*(c) C; or equivalently, by Propositions 2.9 and 2.2a, if and only if 
P*(C) Cl G c; - In particular identifying C with the greatest element of 
Sub (C), c factors through C; < C’ if and only if p,*(c) C < C; . Hence 
q.+(c) C is the image of c and Q has images. By uniqueness, y* must be 
the functor Sub, of Example 2.6, and v,*(c) preserves unions so Q has 
unions. 
If Y denotes the category of sets in the universe under consideration 
then, as a particular case of Proposition 2.10, (VP, , ‘$*) is a complementary 
pair of functors into _Lp, the power set pair. A further example can be con- 
structed by considering the filters on a set. We adopt the conventions of 
Kowalsky [ZZ], defining for two filters a < 6 if a > 6 in the set-theoretic 
sense, and allowing the trivial filter. Then if s(S) denotes the complete 
lattice of filters on S E Y, (gy , s*) is a complementary pair of functors into 
3’, where B*(s) and s*(s) are the direct and inverse filter mappings induced 
by s E Y. The proof of this may be found in Kowalsky [II]. 
We have been dealing in this section with functors into B or 3 
and it is convenient in this connexion to weaken the notion of a natural 
transformation. 
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DEFINITION 2.11. If qq ,qs E [%‘, 4p1 then t : q+ + ‘pz is said to be a 
subnatural transformation if we have a map, also denoted by t, t : 1% ( -+ (P), 
tC : ~,l(C) + vz(C) such that qua tC < tC’y,(c) for all c : C + C’ in ‘X. 
Dualizing in the order-theoretic sense, we define a supernatural transforma- 
tion. By defining composition in the obvious manner, we may refer to the 
category of subnatural or supernatural transformations of functors from 
%? to 9. Dualizing in V, we get the corresponding notions for contravariant 
functors. 
3. INITIAL FUNCTOR~ 
In this section we describe the concept of initial structure in category- 
theoretic terms and so arrive at the concept of an initial functor. The treat- 
ment of initial structure sticks closely to the original conception of 
Bourbaki [3], corresponding to the strict initial structure of Duskin and 
Sonner [23], rather than following Antoine [I] in describing it in terms of the 
representation of a suitable set functor. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Given a functor 7r E [V, 91, we define a category 
.9 ( r as follows: the morphisms of 9 1 v are triplets (C’, d, C) such that 
d : r(C) + I in 9, with the law of composition 
(C, 4 C) (C; 74 , ‘3 = (C’, 4, C,) 
if and only if C = C; . We identify the objects of 9 1 r with those of V so 
that (C’, d, C) : C-F C’ in 9 1 w and call the morphisms of 9 1 m ~premor- 
phisms. A r-premorphism is said to be a rr-morphism if there exists a c : C + C’ 
with V(C) = d. The set of rr-morphisms forms a subcategory of 9 I n which 
we denote by U/V. 
It may help the reader to regard the r-morphisms as those rr-premorphisms 
which are “continuous”. 
DEFINITION 3.2. An indexed U-family is an indexed set of morphisms 
of % with the same source, (c= : C -+ C, , OL E A), and we shall often write 
(cA , C) in the interests of brevity. An indexed g-family relative to rr is an 
indexed set of morphisms (da : D -+ rr(C,), OL E A), which we shall also write 
as (dA , D, rr), whenever precision may be sacrificied to brevity. If d, = T(CJ 
for all OL E A, we write x(c, , C) = (dA , D, T). 
DEFINITION 3.3. An indexed Q-family (cm : C -+ C, , OL E A) is said to 
be rr-initial if (C, , I d, C’) a P-morphism for all 01 E A implies that 
(C, d, C’) is a rr-morphism. In this case we also refer to the corresponding 
indexed Q/P-family ((CA , dA , C), C) as being r-initial. 
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DEFINITION 3.4. We write 7r E (I%, A) if given (dA , D, r) there is a 
r-initial (cA , C) with x(cA , C) = (dA , D, m). We say that n is initial if 
m E (In, A) for all index sets A. 
It should be clear that the indexing is merely a matter of notational con- 
venience and that in the above definition it is only the cardinality of the index 
set which is at issue. In deciding whether 7r is initial it is enough to consider 
index sets belonging to a sufficiently large universe. Furthermore r is initial 
if and only if the functor %?/v -+ B induced by n is initial. In other words we 
may assume if we wish that r is faithful. 
Dually we may define the notion of an indexed U-cofamily (ca : C, + C, 
a E A) which we also write as (C, cA). However, instead of using the term 
m-coinitial, we shall use z+nal. 
The next two Propositions give the expected transitivity properties of 
n-initial families. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. If (c= : C+ C, , OT E A) is r-initial and (cs, , C,) is 
a-initial for each 01 E A, then ((c~~c,),,~ , C) is r-initial. 
Proof. If (Ca , n(ca,cJ d, C’) E U/n for all & E B, and all CL E A, 
(C, , +c,) d, C”) il a v-morphism for all CL E A. Hence (C, d, C’) is a rr-mor- 
phism as required. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If ((+a~,),~~, C) is =-initial, then (cA , C) is Gnitial. 
Proof. If (C, , Z-(c,) d, C) E V/r for all (Y E A, then (CB, , r(cs,c,) d, C’) E U/TT 
for all /3. E B, and all 01 E A. Hence (C, d, C) E U/T. 
Given C, c’ with n(C) = n(C’) = D, we write C’ < C if (C, In , C’) E U/r. 
This defines a preordering on r-l(D), the fibre of objects over D, and the 
next result shows that r-initial families have the expected maximal properties 
with respect to this preordering. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. If (c, , C) is a-initial, then c’ 6 C if and only if there 
exists a (CL , C) with n(c& , C’) = n(cA , C) and (cl , C’) is then z+zitiul if 
and only if C < C’. 
Proof* (C, , +,), C) (C, ID, c’) = (CM, +,), c)* So if C’ < C 
(C, , +J, @> E g/n f or all 01 E A and there exists a (~2 , C’) with 
X(C> , C’) = x(cA , C). Conversely, if such a (CL , C’) exists, 
(C, , z-(cJ lo , C) E U/n for all ar E A, hence (C, lo , C’) E %?/n and C’ < C. 
Suppose further that C < c’ and (C, , IT dl , C,) E 27/rr for all 01 E A, 
then (C, , rr(c,) dl , C,) E U/T for all OL E A. Hence 
(c, 4. cl) = (c’, 10, c) (c, 4, c,) 
is a r-morphism which completes the proof. 
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DEFINITION 3.8. Let StD be the partially ordered set obtained from the 
preordered set r+(D) in the usual way by taking equivalence classes, defining 
C and C’ to be equivalent if C < c’ and C’ < C. Let C denote the equiv- 
alence class containing C. If C < C’ and C’ < C imply that C = C’, we 
say that rr has partially ordered Jibres. Let @/rr denote the category whose 
morphisms are triplets (C, d, (SI) where (C, d, C’) is a rr-morphism and with 
the law of composition induced by g/r. 
4. THE STRUCTURE FUNCTOW 
At this point it is necessary to introduce universes explicitly. Let V be a 
fixed universe and let U be a fixed universe such that V E U. From now on 
the category 9 and its subcategories will be taken to refer to the universe U 
and v E [%, 91 will be a functor of type V (see [2]). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let w be a functor of type V, then D + StD dejnes a mapping 
St:IBI+I9’. 
Proof. Since v is of type V, m-l(D) C 1% 1 C V. Hence r+(D) E U, and 
y(rr-l(D)) E U. But StD C $J(rr-l(D)) so StD E U for all D E ( B ) . 
The object of this section is to characterize initial functors by considering 
whether the map St may be extended to a contravariant functor St* E [*.9, fl. 
Let 92 denote the subcategory of 9 whose objects are those P E B such that 
every family of elements of P indexed by A has an intersection and whose 
morphisms are those morphisms which preserve such intersections. 
LEMMA 4.2. If C, E+(D) for all a E A and there exists a n-initial 
(cm : C-t C, ,01 E A) with TC(C~ , C) = (dA , D, rr), where d, = lo for all 
OL E A, then C = AtiA ea. 
Proof. This follows at once from Proposition 3.7. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If A # (b, then TT E (In, A) if and only if St extends 
to a functor St* E [*9,9’J such that a rr-premorphism (C, d, C) is a n-mor- 
phism if and only if p < St*(d) (e). Any such functor is necessarily unique. 
Proof. Suppose such an St* exists. Given (d= : D -+ P(C~), 01 E A) let 
C = AUEA St*(d,) (CL). Take C E C, then (CL, d, , C) E U/z- for all 01 E A. 
Hence there exists (ca , C) with 7c(cA , C) = (dA , D, r). We show that 
(cA , C) is n-initial. In view of the interpretation of St*, this is equivalent to 
showing that 
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where (C, di , C,) ~9 j n. However this is a consequence of the functoriality 
of St* and the definition of C. Hence n E (In, A). Conversely if 7r E (In, A), 
given (de : D + rr(Ci), 01 E A), there exists a n-initial (cA , C) with 
rr(cA , C) = (dA , D, n). In the special case that d, = d and C’i = C’ for 
each 01 E A, set St*(d) (C’) = C. Proposition 3.7 shows that St*(d) is well- 
defined and that a rr-premorphism (C, d1 , C,) is a rr-morphism if and only if 
cl < St*(d,) (&). H ence St*(d) has the correct interpretation and is an 
order-preserving mapping. By Lemma 4.2, St : / 3 / -+ / S: j and the 
functoriality of St* is a consequence of Proposition 3.5. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. 7~ E (In, $3) if and only if, for each D ~29, StD has a 
greatest element, denoted by y(D), and setting r(d) = (y(D), d, y(D’)) for 
d : D’ + D defines a functor y E [9, 4/n]. 
Proof. (CQ , C) is r-initial if and only if (C, d, C’) E 9 1 7r implies 
(C, d, &‘) E&/T, In particular if (ce , C) is m-initial and n(C) = D, & is a 
greatest element of StD. The Proposition now follows at once. 
Combining the last two results, we deduce the following 
PROPOSITION 4.5. n is initial if and only if St extends to a functor 
St* E [*9, LZ’*] such that a rr-premorphism (C, d, C’) is a rr-morphism if and 
only if &’ < St*(d) (&). 
Dualizing simultaneously in V and 9 and in the order-theoretic sense, we 
may translate the last three Propositions into statements with final replacing 
initial and a functor St, such that a rr-premorphism (C, d, C’) is a 7r-mor- 
phism if and only if St,(d) (&‘) < 6, in place of St*. 
PROPOSITION 4.6 [I]. TT is initial if and only if ?r is $nal. 
Proof. If r is initial apply Propositions 2.8 and 2.9 to construct 
St, E [g, pv]. This shows that r is final by the dual of Proposition 4.5. 
Dually w final implies TT initial. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Given a category 23 and a fun&or St* E [*.Q, Yj there 
is a category 97 and a faithful functor rr E [‘3,9] of type U with partially ordered 
Jibres such that w E (In, 1) and St* is the associated structure functor. 
Proof. Take as objects of V the elements of StD as D varies through 9, 
and as morphisms triplets (C, d, C’) such that d : D’ + D in 9, C’ E StD’, 
C E StD and c’ < St*(d) (C). Define composition by 
CC, 4 ‘3 (G 94 , C;) = (C, 4 , C;) 
if and only if C’ = C, , where the right hand side is a morphism by the func- 
toriality of St*. This does indeed define a category Q and setting 
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nt C, d, C’) = d defines ?r E [V, 231. The remaining assertions are easily 
checked. 
At this point it is natural to enquire whether the above construction can 
be generalized to give all functors VT into 9 with r E (In, 1). However if 7r 
is not faithful, our notion of a-initial is not adequate for this purpose. The 
appropriate notion here is a fibred category [9, IO]. The role of the category B 
is now taken by the category of categories of type V and a complementary 
pair of morphisms in B is replaced by a functor of type V and its adjoint. 
The choice of definition in this paper yields relatively simple results which 
are yet adequate for the remainder of the paper. 
Another generalization of the construction of Proposition 4.7 and its dual 
will occupy the remainder of this section. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. The construction of Proposition 4.7 can be extended to 
give a fun&r F from the category of supernatural transformations between 
elements of [*.9, PI to the category of categories of type U over 9 as follows: 
given z1*, l2* E [*S@, 91 and a supernatural transformation t : e1* -+ l z*, let 
~~ E [VI , 91 and m2 E [gz ,531 be constructed as in Proposition 4.7, then 
F(t) : v1 -+ n2 is realized by a functor, which we also &note by F(t), F(t) : %Y1 -+ %‘.a 
defined by F(t) (C; , d, Cl) = (Ci , d, C,) where C, = W(C,) and 15’; = W’(C;). 
Proof. The proof is of a routine nature and we content ourselves with the 
remark that if C, < $(d) C; then W(C,) < WE:(d) C; < &d) W’(Ci) so 
that C, < &d) Ci and F(t) does map from %‘i into V, . 
Dually we may define a functor G from the category of subnatural trans- 
formations of elements of [~2,4 to the category of categories of type U over 
.Q and these two definitions are linked as expected by 
PROPOSITION 4.9. If (cl , 1 c*) and (Q , et) are complementary pairs of 
functors from 9 to 9 and t : c1 + c2 is a subnatural transf~mation, then 
t : CT --+ l $ is a supernatural transformation and F(t) = G(t). 
Proof. If d : D + D’ in L@ then E,(d) tD < tD’cl(d) hence 
tDr;(d) < e;(d) c,(d) tD$(d) < r;(d) W’ 
so that t : E? -+ Q.$ is a supernatural transformation. It is now clear that 
F(t) = G(t). 
5. SUPERNATURAL CLOSURE TRANSFORMATIONS 
The role of closure operators in determining types of algebraic structure 
is well-known (see e.g. [q). In this section, we extend this notion to the 
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functorial one of a supernatural closure transformation as a labour-saving 
device for use in the next section where we illustrate the concept of an initial 
functor with examples drawn from analysis. 
DEFINITION 5.1. j : P - P in B is a closure operator on P in 9’ if j > 1 
and ja = j. 
A routine calculation now yields 
PROPOSITION 5.2. (a) If j is a closure operator on L in 2 then 
j(L) = {x EL / x = j(x)} 
is an 3?A-subobject of L, in other words imj E 3’A. 
(b) If ja is a closure operator on L for each 01 E A, then so is AWeA jol . 
DEFINITION 5.3. If E E [C-9,9] and j : E + E is a supernatural transforma- 
tion then j is said to be a supernatural closure transformation if jD : E(D) -+ E(D) 
is a closure operator for each D ~9. 
The supernatural closure transformations are singled out from the super- 
natural transformations by the same relations used to define closure operators, 
namely j > 1 and j2 = j. The next Proposition shows why it is the super- 
natural transformations which are of interest. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. If jD : E(D) + E(D) is a closure operator for each D E 9, 
then imj : 19 1 ---f (.Y), defined by imj(D) = im(jD) is a natural transformation, 
imj : Imj + E, if and only if j is a supernatural closure transformation. 
Proof. If imj is a natural transformation, the functor Imj is defined by 
restriction of E. Hence if d : D--f D’ in 9, c(d) Imj(D) C Imj(D’). Thus 
jD’c(d) jD = c(d) jD, so that jD’c(d) < jD’c(d) jD = e(d) jD and j is super- 
natural. The converse follows by reversing the argument. 
We now give the analog of Proposition 5.2. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let E E [B, S?A]. 
(a) If j : E -+ E is a supernatural closure transformation, Imj E ZA. 
(b) If j, : E ---f B is a supernatural closure transformation for each 01 E A, 
then so is j = AbEA j, . 
Proof. (a) follows at once from Propositions 5.2a and 5.4. 
(b) If d : D + D’ in 9, c(d) jD = A&A c(d) j,D > jD’r(d) so j is a super- 
natural closure transformation. 
It must be stressed that in the statement of the Proposition we have only 
required jD and j,D to be in 44. 
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EXAMPLES 5.6. 
(a) Let Cp** = $3*@3* where v E [Z*, Yj is the forgetful functor. If 
s:S+S’inY,!~RC~(S)and?W=Tp**(s)?JRthenM’~Wifandonlyif 
s-l(W) E‘J.R. Let j be defined by requiring closure under any one of the 
following: unions, countable unions, finite unions, void unions, intersections, 
countable intersections, finite intersections, void intersections, complements 
or subsets. Then j : Cp** + !$?** is a supernatural closure transformation. 
Hence the same is true for any combination of these conditions. 
(b) Let 13: = Y*v’P*, TJ g a ain being a forgetful functor. Now if 
s : S + S’ in Y, ‘%R’ C p(S’) and m = p:(s) 1131’, M E’%I if and only if 
s(M) E !JJY. Let 1 be defined by requiring closure under any one of the follow- 
ing: unions, countable unions, finite unions, void unions, subsets or finite 
sets. Then j : y$ ---f ‘pz is a supernatural closure transformation. Hence the 
same is true for any combination of these conditions. 
(c) Let E* E [*Y, PA] be defined by E*(S) = s*(s x s), where s* is the 
filter functor of Section 2. Then with the usual notation for uniformities [4], 
if ll E E*(S), each of the following conditions defines a supernatural closure 
transformation. 
(i) I’ E U implies A C I’, d the diagonal. 
(ii) V E U implies tlg U. 
(iii) I’ E U implies there exists a WE U with k C V. 
(d) Let 6* = ‘p*@* , we combine 6* with a mor-functor to give what 
we want, E* = Mor o 1 x 6* where 1 x S* E [*.Y, *Y x ZA] and 
Mor E [*Y x 3’A, P’A] is defined similarly to Morcp in section 2. Let 
s:S--+S’and r’:S’ -+ Fps(S’), then if 7 = E*(S) T’ and x E S, a E KY if 
and only if s.+(s) a E T’S(X). Each of the following conditions defines a super- 
natural closure transformation. 
(i) For all x E S, a, b E TX implies a v b E TX. 
(ii) For all x E S, a E TX and b < a implies b E TX. 
(iii) For all x E S, [x] E TX, where [x] is the ultrafilter generated by {x}. 
(iv) For all x E S, TX = {a E S(S) 1 a < g(x)}. 
6. EXAMPLES 
In constructing examples, we shall limit ourselves to structures over the 
category of sets. These are the basic examples and many others can be derived 
from them, for example by considering the corresponding structures over 
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categories of Q-algebras [5]. In every case the procedure will be to specify 
a functor St* or St, and then use Proposition 4.1 or its dual. Perhaps the 
simplest such functor is $J* E [Y”, D] and the resulting category over Y 
is the category of based spaces, or pairs of spaces [2], which contains the 
category of sets with base point as a full coreflexive subcategory. 
Topologies. The collection of subsets which can form the open sets of a 
topological space is characterized by closure under unions, finite intersections 
and void unions. Let j : Q** -+ Fp** be the corresponding supernatural 
closure transformation of Example 5.6a. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The forgetful functor from the category of topological 
spaces to sets is initial and Jinal. 
Proof. By Proposition 55(a), Imj E [Y, PA], and thus *Imj E [Y, 5?V]. 
The proof will be complete if we can show that *Imj characterizes the con- 
tinuous mappings. Let D ~Irnj(S), and DO’ ~Irnj(S’), then s : S -+ S’ is 
(D, D’)-continuous if and only if M’ E 0’ implies s-l(M) E 0. This is equiv- 
alent to D’ < Imj(s) (D) as required. 
Bore1 Structure. The collection of subsets which can form the Bore1 sets 
of a Bore1 space is characterized by closure under countable unions, void 
intersections and complements. We again have a corresponding supernatural 
closure transformation j : Cp** + !#** and just as above we deduce 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The forgetful functor from the category of Bore1 spaces 
to sets is initial and$nal. 
Bounded Structure [14]. The collection of subsets which can form the 
bounded sets of a space with bounded structure is characterized by closure 
under finite unions, subsets and finite sets. Let j : ‘p$ ---f ‘p$ be the corre- 
sponding supernatural closure transformation of Example 5.6b. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. The forgetful functor from the category of spaces with 
bounded structure to sets is initial and final. 
Proof. We show that Imj E [*s, SA] defines the bounded maps. Let 
B ~Irnj(S), 9’ ~Irnj(S’) then s : S + S’ is (8, ??Y)-bounded if and only if 
B E 8 implies s(B) E b’. This is equivalent to B < Imj(s) (S’), as required. 
Uniformities. The filters on S x S which give rise to a uniformities on S 
are characterized by conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Example 5.6(c), and hence 
we have a corresponding supernatural closure transformation j : E* + l *. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. The forgetful funct~from the category of uniform spaces 
to sets is initiul a&final. 
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Proof. Imj E [*SJ’, 8A] defines the uniformly continuous maps, the 
calculation proceeding similarly to Proposition 6.3. 
Limit Structure. The collections of filters which give limit spaces [7] 
are characterized by conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Example 5.6(d) and hence 
we have a corresponding supernatural closure transformation j : E* -+ l *. 
Principal limit spaces are got by adding condition (iv), 
PROPOSITION 6.5. The forgetful functors from the categories of limit spaces 
or principal limit spaces and continuous maps to sets are initial and final. 
Proof. It suffices to show that continuity may be defined in terms of 
Imj E [*Y, p*]. Let 7 E Imj(S), T’ E Imj(S’) then s is (7, +)-continuous 
if and only if a E TX implies B*(s) a E ~‘S(X). This is equivalent to 
7 < Imj(s) (7’). 
Using these constructions we may readily illustrate Proposition 4.8 and its 
dual. Thus we may define a subnatural transformation between the functors 
of Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 by defining the Bore1 sets of a topological space to 
be the Bore1 structure generated by the open sets. Expressed in other terms, 
every continuous mapping is a Bore1 mapping. A further example may be 
summarized by saying that every uniformly continuous mapping is conti- 
nuous. Naturally every example of an initial functor gives an example of a 
complementary pair of functors. Proposition 2.5 can be applied and is a source 
of remarks and exercises in textbooks (e.g., Exercise 21A of [II]). 
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